
Student: XXX XXXXXX 

Teacher: XXX XXXXX

2017-2018 

Grade 1 Report Card

Carrie E. Tompkins School
8 Gerstein Street

Croton on Hudson, NY 10520
Tel: 914-271-5184

Principal:   __________________

Explanation of Performance Standards 

4   -  Exceeding current learning expectations.  Student performance demonstrates a current  understanding of the knowledge and skills 
beyond expectations and consistently shows evidence of high level thinking. 
3   -  Meeting current learning expectations.  Student performance demonstrates an understanding of the knowledge and skills expected at 
this grade level. 
2   -  Approaching current learning standards.  Student performance demonstrates a partial understanding of the knowledge and skills 
expected at this grade level. 
1  -   Not meeting current learning expectations.  Student performance does not demonstrate an understanding of the knowledge and skills 
expected at this grade level. 
NA - Not assessed at this time 
(+)  indicates the upper end of range

English Language Arts Marking Period I Marking Period II
First Grade - Reading
Applies reading strategies to decode  --  --
Recognizes grade level sight words  --  --
Self-corrects for meaning  --  --
Responds to a variety of genres using text evidence  --  --
Can answer literal questions about the text  --  --
Can answer inferential questions about the text  --  --
Retells details from text in sequence  --  --
Explains the differences between books that tell stories and informational texts  --  --
Reads with independence and stamina  --  --
Reads clearly with fluency, expression and attention to punctuation  --  --
Effort  --  --
First Grade - Writing
Generates ideas  --  --
Organizes ideas clearly and sequentially  --  --
Applies spelling rules and patterns  --  --
Spells grade level sight words correctly  --  --
Writes complete sentences  --  --
Writes legibly  --  --
Leaves spaces between words  --  --
Reads own writing  --  --
Uses capitalization consistently  --  --
Uses punctuation consistently  --  --
Effort  --  --
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First Grade - Mathematics Marking Period I Marking Period II
Compares numbers greater than, less than, and equal to with the symbols >,<, and =  --  --
Sequences numbers using before, between, after  --  --
Understand place value - ones and tens  --  --
Represents numbers - (January 0-50, June 0-120)  --  --
Counts to 120 from any given number  --  --
Demonstrates fluency of addition facts - (January to 10, June to 20)  --  --
Demonstrates fluency of subtraction facts - (January to 10, June to 20)  --  --
Understands and applies the relationship between addition and subtraction  --  --
Adds multiples of 10  --  --
Subtracts multiples of 10  --  --
Uses place value to add two numbers within 100  --  --
Uses place value to subtract two numbers within 100  --  --
Applies problem solving skills  --  --
Identifies and knows values of coins  --  --
Tells and writes time in hours and half hours using analog and digital clocks  --  --
Identifies and describes shapes and their attributes  --  --
Demonstrates an understanding of halves and fourths  --  --
Measures length with non standard units  --  --
Represents and interprets data  --  --
Effort  --  --

First Grade - Science and Social Studies Marking Period I Marking Period II
Contributes to discussion related to topic  --  --
Shows an understanding of topics  --  --
Participates in group activities  --  --
Effort  --  --

Behaviors that Promote Learning 

C -  Consistently demonstrated 
S -  Sometimes demonstrated 
R -  Rarely demonstrated

First Grade - Social Development Marking Period I Marking Period II
Is respectful to others  --  --
Works cooperatively  --  --
Exercises self-control  --  --
Accepts responsibility for own actions  --  --
Resolves conflicts appropriately  --  --

First Grade - Listening and Speaking Marking Period I Marking Period II
Listens attentively  --  --
Communicates thoughts clearly  --  --
Responds to topic appropriately  --  --
Uses proper grammar  --  --
Demonstrates conversational skills  --  --
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First Grade - Behaviors That Promote Learning Marking Period I Marking Period II
Follows classroom routines  --  --
Manages transitions  --  --
Responsible for personal belongings  --  --
Accepts suggestions and corrections  --  --
Completes work with care  --  --
Works independently  --  --
Follows directions  --  --
Seeks help at appropriate times  --  --
Manages time wisely  --  --

Teacher Comments Marking Period I Marking Period II
-Marking Period 1 Comments
-Marking Period 2 Comments

Reading Benchmark Marking Period I Marking Period II
First Grade - January's Reading Benchmark Level is F
Student's Current Reading Level (January)  --  N/A
First Grade - June's Reading Benchmark Level is I
Student's Current Reading Level (June)  N/A  --
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Elementary Art (xxxxx) Marking Period I Marking Period II
SKILLS & CONCEPTS - Handles materials creatively and effectively; Uses materials and techniques with
growing dexterity and understands the elements of art and design  --  --

EFFORT & PARTICIPATION - Works independently and participates in group activities; Completes work on a
timely basis; Uses time wisely and productively; Stays on task during work time; Makes safe choices and proper
decisions; Assumes responsibility in clean up and takes care of materials and supplies

 --  --

BEHAVIOR - Exhibits patience; Listens and follows directions; Controls unnecessary visiting; Respects the rights
and feelings of others; Accepts constructive criticism; Is courteous and demonstrates a positive attitude  --  --

Art Comments:
- -Marking Period 1
- -Marking Period 2

Elementary Music (xxxxx) Marking Period I Marking Period II
SKILLS & CONCEPTS - Reads and writes grade level rhythms; Sings and plays instruments in an ensemble;
Composes and responds to music; Listens attentively and respectfully to live and recorded music  --  --

EFFORT & PARTICIPATION - Participates appropriately and actively in all music classes; Volunteers ideas and
suggestions in musical activities; Strives to always do their best in music class  --  --

BEHAVIOR - Cooperates with the teacher and other students; Participates appropriately when playing musical
games; Transitions easily between musical activities without distraction; Is courteous and shows good manners in
classroom; Follows music classroom rules; Treats the instruments with care and respect

 --  --

Music Comments:
- -Marking Period 1
- -Marking Period 2
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Library (xxxxx) Marking Period I Marking Period II
SKILLS & CONCEPTS - Understands the difference between fiction and nonfiction; Understands the conventions
of fiction; Understands conventions of nonfiction; Can make predictions in fiction; Can identify a fact; Can identify
a topic of interest

 --  --

EFFORT & PARTICIPATION - Contributes to class discussions; Shares insights during discussions; Takes
learning risks; Shares ideas and knowledge with classmates; Listens to classmates share ideas; Engages in
problem solving; Works thoughtfully at Centertime

 --  --

BEHAVIOR - Consistently participates in library activities; Works and plays well with others; Takes responsibility
for maintaining an orderly library; Willing to help other students; Exhibits curiosity; Consistently participates and
listens to others during discussions; Follows library rules

 --  --

Library Comments:
- -Marking Period 1
- -Marking Period 2

Elementary Physical Education (xxxxx) Marking Period I Marking Period II
SKILLS & CONCEPTS - Demonstrates physical fitness, locomotive skills, fine and gross motor skills, sports skills,
sportsmanship, lifetime games, spatial and body awareness and safety  --  --

EFFORT & PARTICIPATION - Prepared for class; Wears appropriate clothing and footwear; Participates in the
day's activities; Tries their best; Encourages others to succeed and makes safe choices  --  --

BEHAVIOR - Listens when the teacher and/or classmates are talking; Respects classmate's personal space;
Develops a positive attitude toward activities; Uses good sportsmanship; Follows rules and observes overall
safety

 --  --

Physical Education Comments:
- -Marking Period 1
- -Marking Period 2
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STUDENT ATTENDANCE
Attendance/Marking
Period Marking Period I Marking Period II Total

Days Absent 0 0 0
Days Tardy 0 0 0




